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STAMP OF
APPROVAL
The area’s go-to for
uniforms and more

GOING PAPERLESS
Local company digitizes
records for others

NOVELS IN NOVEMBER

Broadband boosts rural writers

INDUSTRY NEWS

Rural Connections
By SHIRLEY BLOOMFIELD, CEO
NTCA–The Rural Broadband Association

Committed to a
fiber future

F

or several years, NTCA has encouraged policymakers to think with a hand
in the present but an eye toward the
future. But in Washington, D.C. — where
every technology and every interest has lobbyists and political champions — that mission is
easier said than done.
Many of the nation’s internet providers
believe in a fiber-or-bust approach. As long as
it's physically possible, which is not always the
case in rural areas, fiber should be the goal. As
lawmakers weigh infrastructure investments,
why should internet providers settle for less?
Many NTCA members are working diligently to extend fiber optic networks, despite
challenges like slow supply chains limiting
access to the materials needed to build these
robust networks. They are making strides.
In our most recent broadband survey, 70%
of NTCA members’ customers enjoyed fiber
to the premises. It’s a technology that makes it
possible for internet providers such as yours to
easily scale their services to meet demand.
Fiber infrastructure is also a key component
of building a better future that includes higher-performance services, real-time applications,
smart communities, precision agriculture, 5G
superiority and better access to health care and
education. To achieve our goals as a nation, we
need a strong foundation of fiber connectivity.
Connecting rural communities to the rest of
the nation and to the resources they need to
excel matters. Broadband matters, because its
speed and capacity are the new baselines for
working, learning and growing the economy
— from wherever we might be. Investment in
fiber optic internet ensures rural America will
not be relegated to second-class status. It’s
more than a worthy investment in infrastructure development, it’s an investment in our
nation’s future. 
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SOS

FBI program helps keep kids safe online
The holidays often bring new gadgets and devices, as well as some
free time for kids enjoying a break from school. This time of year is a
good opportunity to remind younger technology users of the risks of
being online and to share strategies to keep themselves safe.
The FBI offers tools to help build a digital defense to protect kids
online. These tools include the agency’s free computer literacy program,
Safe Online Surfing, or SOS. Designed for children in grades three
through eight, it’s available to teachers, administrators and parents, who
can introduce children to the concepts one-on-one.
The program engages children through a series of online games that
mix fun with education on a variety of topics, including online etiquette,
managing cyberbullying, the importance of strong passwords and double authentication, and more. Visit sos.fbi.gov to access the guide. 

The FBI offers a few additional tips for parents:
➤ Discuss with your children what kind of information, photos and
videos are appropriate to post online — and what’s not.
➤ Emphasize that kids should limit the information they post on social
media platforms, such as their full name, date of birth and school
information.
➤ Teach that, while free software and apps seem enticing, using them
may open phones and computers up to malware or worse.

Tech the halls
GIVE GREAT GADGETS

G

reat tech gifts don’t have to be expensive. There are plenty of options under $50
that will make the holidays merry. We’ve got some suggestions, whether you’re
shopping for a more budget-friendly gift for that gadget-crazy person on your
list or a fun stocking stuffer that won’t break the bank.

29.99

$

MSRP at
us.tomy.com

KIIPIX PORTABLE PHOTO PRINTER
This one’s a neat gadget that reproduces images
from your smartphone without the need for Wi-Fi or
even batteries. You just place your phone on top of
the KiiPix, and it takes a picture of your screen and
prints a photo in minutes. Reviews point out that
the device can be finicky with ambient light, and
the quality will be closer to those instant Polaroid
pictures from the ‘70s than a professionally printed
photo, but the retro look is part of the fun. Available
in pink, blue and black.

8BITDO SN30 PRO+
Any gamer would appreciate the SN30 Pro+, a customizable controller
compatible with a variety of systems. Featuring rumble vibration, motion
controls and 20 hours of play off a four-hour charge, the controller can also be used
wired through USB or wirelessly via Bluetooth. Compatible systems include Windows,
macOS, Android, Steam, Nintendo Switch and Raspberry Pi. Free software allows you to
customize buttons, adjust stick and trigger sensitivity, and create
macros with any button combination. The controller is available in
black and in color combinations reminiscent of the classic Nintendo
amazon.com
Entertainment System and the Super Nintendo.

49.99

$

POWERUP 2.0 PAPER AIRPLANE CONVERSION KIT
Even if your design skills are more Wright brothers
than Boeing, you can still transform a regular paper
airplane into a dream flying machine, while kids can
learn about basic principles of physics and working
with simple electronics. The POWERUP 2.0 kit includes
two sheets of high-quality paper to get you started, a
charger, a carbon fiber propeller shaft and an ultratough
rear propeller — for those inevitable crash landings.
The POWERUP 4.0 model, which is $69.99, comes with
stabilization technology and
can be controlled with your
smartphone. Either way, get
ready to take to the skies!

69.99

$

poweruptoys.com

TILE
The best Bluetooth finder on the market, the
Tile line of products can be attached to your
keys, backpack, purse or TV remote — anything
that can be lost or misplaced. A free app for iOS
or Android can then be used to find the missing
Tile within 150 to 400 feet — depending on the
Tile size — or you can ask Siri, Google Assistant
or Alexa for help. When outside of Bluetooth
range, the app will show the Tile’s most recent
location, which is updated whenever another
Tile user comes within range of your device. You
thetileapp.com can also subscribe to Premium service, which
includes free battery replacement and smart
alerts that warn you when you’ve left something
behind, or Premium Protect, which reimburses
you up to $1,000 if Tile can’t find your things.

24.99

$

FROM THE CEO

Giving thanks

Find reasons for appreciation in day-to-day excellence

A

s the year winds down, this is the season when the pace of
everyday life just seems to pick up. Family gatherings, sports,
special events, shopping — the list of chores, commitments
and celebrations gets long. It’s always a whirlwind, and 2021 is no
different. While time is at a premium during the holidays, I think it’s
important to find a few minutes for reflection, to make time to take
stock and to give thanks.

There’s plenty to be thankful for. We’ve plowed more than 150
miles of fiber in our ATC exchanges to improve the speed and
reliability of broadband services, with plans to do hundreds more.
While I’m thankful for the opportunity to bring state-of-the-art
connectivity to more homes and businesses, this year I’d like to
offer thanks for the often unsung day-to-day interactions, people
and services at the core of who we are as a company. Because
when quality performance is the norm, it’s easy to take it for
granted.
For example, I’m thankful for our team of customer service
TREVOR
representatives, a group whose role is to make your lives and the
BONNSTETTER
business you do with us as seamless as possible. They answer
Chief Executive Officer
questions, solve issues and initiate new services — seemingly daily
tasks that make a big difference every day. By being the professionals they are, they make others’ lives better.
We have another team of professionals that you might rarely notice. On any given day,
there’s likely a crew hard at work somewhere near you maintaining the physical infrastructure
that allows us to provide the services you rely upon. Often, these crews work in inclement
weather and the most trying of conditions. After an unexpected outage, they lead the effort to
restore service so you can get back to living your life and conducting business as quickly as
possible.
At the office, we have others with the financial expertise needed to keep our house in order,
and they do the painstaking work needed to make us what we are now. There are also technical experts, such as central office, tech team, IT and dispatch. And we can’t forget our sales
team/sales support members that are going out in our service territory to see how we can meet
the needs of the communities we serve. Thank you, everyone. You and your efforts are valued
and appreciated.
Now, let me ask you something. The last time you picked up the phone, did you consider all
the miles of cable, the sophisticated hardware and human expertise needed to make that call
happen? Or, when you connected your computer to the internet, did you think about the complexity of the network needed to link your home to the online world? Of course you didn’t,
and we wouldn’t expect you to.
The services we provide should be out of the way, even invisible. They should just work,
and all the people I’ve described make that possible.
Because everyone at ATC performs well, it’s easy to take our team’s work for granted.
Often, it isn’t flashy. It’s not going to make news. But every day, their work benefits those
around them. When you’re helping others, can there be a better reason to be thankful?
From everyone at ATC, we are thankful for you. Enjoy the holidays. 
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ATC NEWS

Happy Holidays
The ATC office will be closed for the following holidays
Thanksgiving, Thursday, Nov. 25
Christmas, Friday, Dec. 24
New Year’s, Friday, Dec. 31

ATC CONTINUES FIBER-FAST INTERNET EXPANSION
Ardmore Telephone Company has made significant progress
with many fiber projects.
• New Market-Flint River project includes portions of Beth Road, Arnold Road, Flint
River Drive, Newburn Street, Koster Street, Petty Street, Humphrey Drive, Nance
Drive, Noles Drive, Montana Trail, Cramer Road, Missoula Road, Billings Drive,
Prospect Road, Link Road, Harlow Drive, Lark Road and Butler Road.
• New Market-Sulphur Springs project includes portions of Walker Lane, Cindy Drive,
C. Tipton Drive, Charley Patterson Road, Rosebud Drive, Tom Taylor Circle, Cee Jay
Lane and Ember Lane.
• New Market-Plevna project includes areas along Winchester Road to the state
line.
• New Market-School House project includes School House Road and portions of
J.B. Walker Road.
• New Market-Ollie Howard project includes Buddy Williamson Road, Ollie Howard
Road, Old Limestone Road, Ward Drive, Shady Trial and J.B. Walker Road.
• The Elkmont project includes downtown Elkmont and the surrounding areas and
the Rural Village Subdivision.
• Elkmont-Witty Mill project includes the subdivision near Witty Mill Road and
Elkmont Road.

The Ardmore project includes the surrounding areas.
Ardmore-Mooresville, Ardmore-McBurg Exchange and Ardmore-Dekko. The
Holland Gin and North Gatlin projects are underway, but no completion date
is available.
In areas where installations are ready, call 800-830-9946 to sign up.
Ardmore Telephone Company

STATEMENT OF
NONDISCRIMINATION
Ardmore Telephone Company is
the recipient of federal financial
assistance from the U.S. Department of
Agriculture (USDA). The USDA prohibits
discrimination in all its programs
and activities on the basis of race,
color, national origin, age, disability
and, where applicable, sex, marital
status, familial status, parental status,
religion, sexual orientation, genetic
information, political beliefs, reprisal,
or because all or part of an individual’s
income is derived from any public
assistance program. (Not all prohibited
bases apply to all programs.)
					
Persons with disabilities who require
alternative means for communication
of program information (Braille, large
print, audiotape, etc.) should contact
USDA’s TARGET Center at 202-720-2600
(voice and TDD).
					
To file a complaint of discrimination,
write to USDA, Director, Office of Civil
Rights, 1400 Independence Ave., SW,
Washington, DC 20250-9410, or call
toll free 866-632-9992 (voice) or
800-877-8339 (TDD) or 866- 377- 8642
(relay voice users). USDA is an equal
opportunity provider and employer. The
person responsible for coordinating
this organization’s nondiscrimination
compliance efforts is Trevor
Bonnstetter, CEO.

A SALUTE TO VETERANS!
ATC would like to thank the
brave men and
women who
have served our
country. We thank
you for your service.
Take a moment to thank
a soldier in your life on
Veterans Day, which is
Thursday, Nov. 11.
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Starry, starry nights
Story by ANNE BRALY

T

he evening sky over Clear Creek was speckled with
clouds. But as darkness settled across Tennessee’s
Cumberland Plateau, the clouds parted and the Big
Dipper came out, nodding to the moon as its halo crept closer
to Orion and his belt.
This scene is played out regularly near Wartburg,
Tennessee, at the Obed Wild and Scenic River, a 5,100acre park with 45 miles of waterways snaking their way
through canyons guarding the banks of the Obed River, Clear
Creek, Daddy’s Creek and Emory River. In 2017, the park
was designated as an International Dark Sky Park by the
International Dark Sky Association, making it one of only
two in Tennessee and one of 69 in the United States.
Getting the designation was a five-year process, says Rick
Ryan, an interpretive ranger at the park. “It required a lot of
patience and persistence,” he says.
The process involved, first and foremost, the obvious —
being dark. That may sound simple, but a sky-quality meter
was used to determine whether or not the park had too much
ambient light from neighboring towns. It didn’t. So the park
passed that test. “It’s not enough to be dark, though,” Ryan
says. “You have to be committed to preserving the night sky.”
That’s done through street lighting and lighting paths and
parking lots using only dark-sky-friendly lighting fixtures,
something that was easy for Obed Wild and Scenic River
since there is no outdoor lighting.
A Dark Sky Park must also be committed to providing
educational programs to teach visitors about the importance
of darkness as a resource for plants and animals like owls and
other night hunters.
A good place to stargaze at Obed Wild and Scenic River is
the Lilly Bluff Overlook boardwalk found at the end of the
Overlook Trail, a well-marked route once you pass through
Wartburg. There’s plenty of parking, and it’s a short walk
over to the bluff overlooking the gorge of Clear Creek. There
are two boardwalks with platforms where you can set up your
chairs and any stargazing equipment you may bring.
Before the COVID-19 pandemic, Ryan and a team of
volunteers held regularly scheduled stargazing opportunities,
providing telescopes and everything needed for visitors to
see the universe up close and personal — craters on the moon
that look as though you can reach out and touch them, rings
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of Saturn so vivid you could feel as though you can make the
planet spin, the “spot” on Jupiter brilliant with color.
COVID put a stop to that, but not permanently. Ryan says
he hopes to get the programs up and running again as soon as
possible.
Now, though, the park is open 24 hours a day, seven days a
week. Stargazers can go on their own, bringing binoculars or
a telescope and maybe a chair, blanket and some hot chocolate to keep them cozy as they marvel at the night sky.
The sky changes with the seasons, and winter offers a
wonderland of stars and constellations, such as Orion the
Hunter and Canis Major — the big dog. And Dark Sky Parks
are the best places to see them due to their verified lack of
ambient light.

In the West, dark skies are easier to find because there are
more deserts and less urbanization. “You know, in places like
Utah and Nevada,” Ryan says. “But in the Eastern half of the
U.S., up and down the East Coast, you can look at a satellite
photo and it looks like a big white blob with cities like New
York, Atlanta, Philadelphia and D.C. It’s kind of sad, really.
“But when you zoom in a little bit closer, you see there are
regional pockets of darkness,” he continues. “It’s important
for people in the East to have Dark Sky locations so that those
who don’t get to travel out West will have places like this
here to experience.” 

Stargazing Apps

Several good stargazing apps are available to
download on your smartphone, as well. With
most of these apps, all you have to do is point
your phone toward the night sky and the app will
demystify what’s in front of you, be it stars, planets,
constellations or man-made objects like satellites,
including the International Space Station. Many
of them can even alert you to upcoming celestial
events, so you’ll never miss another meteor shower
again.

National Park Service

yNASA app: Not only can you get the latest NASA
photos, videos and features — and watch NASA
events in real-time — you can look back down at
the earth from the International Space Station.
yStar Walk 2: This app uses your GPS to find the
exact position of celestial bodies. Just point your
phone at the stars and let it do the work. If you’re
stargazing with young children, there’s also Star
Walk Kids for iPhones and Android. Star Walk 2
is free for Android users but costs $3 for iPhone
users.
ySkyView Lite: Track your favorite constellations as
they move across the sky. This is a preferred app
(free) for people who only want to see the major
stars overhead and not the ones you can’t see.
Rick Ryan is the interpretive ranger
at the Obed Wild and Scenic River.

yStar Chart: Like the others, point this free app at
the sky to see what’s above you. But then, when
you’re done, point it down on the ground to get
a view of the sky on the other side of the world.
Pretty cool, huh?
ySkySafari: SkySafari has all of the tools you expect
in a stargazing app — and you can even control
them with your voice. Tell it to find Venus and it
will. SkySafari is free for Android users and $3 for
those with iPhones.

Reach for the stars

Stargazing programs will be held at Obed Wild and Scenic
River as soon as groups are allowed to gather again. For updates
on when this will happen, check the park’s Facebook or web
page at facebook.com/ObedNPS or nps.gov/obed.
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CUSTOM FIT

Ardmore Athletics and More carrying on tradition of service
Story by LAZ DENES

A NEW ADVENTURE
The opportunity to acquire the store
came at a time when the Thorntons wanted
to expand their small family. The couple
had begun looking for a way to relieve
Brianne of the frequent travel her job as a
preservation planner for Tennessee Valley
Archaeological Research required.
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Rachel Brister Photography

J

uly is typically a slower time of year
at Ardmore Athletics and More. It’s a
welcome chance for the owners and
staff to catch their collective breath before
the annual celebration of fall sports in the
community.
But this past summer, it was more like
Christmas in July for the wife-and-husband duo of Brianne and Lucas Thornton,
who assumed ownership in May of the
area’s go-to source for uniforms, trophies,
screen printing, engraving and much more.
The popular store on the corner of Main
Street and 1st Avenue East in downtown
Ardmore closed its doors in early 2020
after the passing of owner Rickey Woods.
With his wife, Tina, Woods launched
the business in 2008 and moved it to its
current location in 2019. “Tina told us July
is usually a pretty slow month,” Brianne
Thornton recalls. “But when the business
has been closed for a year and it opens
back up, everybody wants to support you,
so they all came in droves. We were not,
in fact, slow in July like we thought we
would be. We had our grand opening on
June 12 and hit the ground running.”
Thornton says it’s been a baptism by fire
ever since, especially for her, and she’s
quick to admit, “I didn’t know a thing
about sports, and I don’t have an athletic
bone in my body, so it’s been a learning
process for me. It’s been interesting, and
it’s been fun.”

Ardmore Athletics and More
carries all the local school
uniform colors.

They already had a side photography
business they started in 2015. They shoot
about 70 weddings a year, and it just so
happened they got the call to shoot the
wedding of the Woods’s daughter, Alley,
in the fall of 2019. “That started the family
connection,” Brianne Thornton says.
“After Rickey got sick and passed away
the following February, every time we saw
the store we thought it was such a shame
to see it shut down, because it was such
a staple for the community, and so many
people were really hoping someone would
buy it and open it back up. So, we made a
phone call to Tina on Halloween night and
talked to her about it. We paid her a visit
for a chat and set things in motion. By
May, we had acquired the store.”
Thornton and her husband turned out to
be the perfect fit to carry on the legacy of
Ardmore Athletics and More. “Rickey and

Tina opened this business because they
were tired of spending so much money on
uniforms and equipment that weren’t necessarily quality products,” she says. “They
thought, ‘We could do so much better.’
They started the shop to serve the community and offer a better product.”

Ardmore Telephone Company

Brianne and Lucas Thornton carry on
the tradition of community support at
Ardmore Athletics and More.

ABOVE AND BEYOND
And the Woods’s commitment to going
above and beyond continues. It’s not
uncommon to see Thornton leaving the
shop with boxes of uniforms and heading
to the local ballpark where she’ll often
help parents get their youngsters attired in
new uniforms just 15 minutes before the
first game of the season.
In addition to outfitting local teams for
the annual sports calendar, the store has
an array of accessories and novelty items.
It also offers same-day screen printing,
and its embroidery and laser engraving
equipment are popular services, especially
during the holiday season. Customers
typically arrive with all sorts of items to
be personalized, including cups, glasses,
crystal and more.
An important part of the store’s success
is having access to reliable telephone
service and high-speed internet from
Ardmore Telephone Company. “We’re
constantly having to download images,
upload images, things of that nature, so
having a constant stream of fast internet
has been an invaluable resource here,
because without it, we can’t get what we
need to get some of these projects going,”
she says.

“There’s a computer connected to pretty
much every machine in our shop. I’ve had
to download templates to run our laser
engraver. We use a plotter to cut our vinyl
for some of our uniforms, so we have to
go online to pull down templates for that.
And for running our finances, the cash
registers — definitely, high-speed internet
has been an incredible asset to run our
shop. Needless to say, our phone keeps
ringing with customer inquiries and people
wanting to order things over the phone or
online. So, we definitely want to pay mad
props to the Ardmore Telephone Company.” 

“We’re constantly having
to download images,
upload images, things of
that nature, so having a
constant stream of fast
internet has been an
invaluable resource here,
because without it, we
can’t get what we need
to get some of these
projects going.”
— Brianne Thornton,
owner of Ardmore Athletics

Brianne and Lucas Thornton own
Ardmore Athletics and More.

Ardmore Athletics and More can be
found on Facebook and Instagram
@ardmoreathletics. | 256-423-7529
26636 Main St., Ardmore, Alabama

Ardmore Telephone Company
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NaNoWriMo

November challenge helps writers write
Story by JEN CALHOUN
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Dani Honeycutt and Ashley Long

G

rowing up in rural East
Tennessee, Dani Honeycutt
dreamed of writing for a living.
She devoured books and wrote poetry as
a teen. She’d even study the encyclopedia
to pack as much knowledge into her brain
as she could. Writing was the natural next
step. It was a place to put all her thoughts
— a place to create.
Then she learned about NaNoWriMo,
a nonprofit organization that grew out of
an international creative writing event
of the same name. Short for National
Novel Writing Month, NaNoWriMo gives
participants a goal of writing a 50,000word manuscript during the month of
November.
“I liked the challenge,” says Honeycutt,
who grew up in the small town of
Rogersville and now lives in Greeneville,
Tennessee. “Even though 50,000 words
is more like a novella, I liked the
challenge of saying, ‘OK, you have 30
days to do this.’ I felt like there was an
accomplishment there.”

Writers gather at a local
NaNoWriMo write-in at a Florence,
South Carolina, coffee shop.

For a few years, she participated in the
event but couldn’t quite reach the 50,000word goal. Until she did. So far this year,
Honeycutt has published three nonfiction
books through Amazon Self-Publishing.

HOW DOES IT WORK?
NaNoWriMo events primarily take
place online — especially during

pandemic times — but official subgroups
are generally paired off regionally
within states in the U.S. Honeycutt
volunteers as a municipal liaison for one
of NaNoWriMo’s East Tennessee groups.
In that role, she markets the program
regionally, organizes in-person and online
events, and generally serves to support
other writers in her group.

Ashley Long, another municipal liaison who lives in a small
community near Morristown, Tennessee, says she first tried the
NaNoWriMo challenge in 2010. “I wasn’t very successful,” she
says. “I didn’t go to meet-ups, and I didn’t take advantage of all
the resources the nonprofit offered.”
But in 2011, things changed for Long. “I was able to write
50,000 words in 30 days,” she says. “It wasn’t a full novel, but
it was a good beginning.”
Since then, Long has written two rough drafts for two different stories, she says. “NaNoWriMo helps with motivation,”
she says. “Writing is a very solo thing. But with this, there’s a
collective energy when you do a virtual or in-person event.”

THE BENEFITS OF TRYING
While writing 50,000 words in 30 days sounds like it could
be difficult, Long believes the event itself can be freeing for
burgeoning writers. “NaNo is about getting the words on the
page,” she says. “You write as much as you can in those 30
days. It’s about getting something that’s valuable in front of you
that you can actually work with instead of having it run around
your brain.”
NaNoWriMo is also a great way to make lasting friendships,
Long says. She and Honeycutt became friends after meeting
through the organization. “You get to meet like-minded people
with the same goals and interests as you,” Long says. “Some of
my best friends now are people I’ve met through NaNo over the
years.” 

Writing tips for National Novel Writing Month
• Just write — Don’t worry about editing, reading and
rereading your words. Just get them down.
• Don’t listen to THAT voice — You know the one — that
overly critical voice of doubt that tells you nothing’s
good enough. While constructive criticism is important,
there’s no place for THAT voice.
• Read — Reading what other writers write can help you
structure and build your own words. It can also free up
your imagination and allow you to see how they develop
characters and move a plot.
• Prep — Whether you’re
what NaNoWriMo
calls a “plotter” or
whether you’re a
“pantser” who flies
by the seat of their
pants, it’s generally
best to have a scrap of a plot or
even a vague character in mind
before November arrives.

Finding the muse
NaNoWriMo and the Great
American Novel

Writing is hard. It’s time-consuming and solitary, and
it can fill a person with more doubt in their intelligence
and abilities than they’ve ever known. But it can also help
stretch the limits of the imagination and bring a sense of
accomplishment like nothing else.
Chris Baty, the founder of NaNoWriMo, realized this after
struggling to write his own book. So, back in 1999, he and
a group of friends with similar goals decided to focus on
getting words on the page. They gave themselves one month
to write a novel. “That was the genesis of the movement,”
says Tim Kim, programs director at NaNoWriMo. “Then, word
just spread.”
Internet spreads the word
As the internet grew, so did NaNoWriMo. In 2006, the
annual writing event also became a nonprofit, Kim says. “We
were seeing so much energy behind National Novel Writing
Month, and so many people wanted to give back. So, we
started thinking about how we could do so much more.”
Now, in addition to National Novel Writing Month for adults,
the nonprofit offers a Young Writers Program that serves
about 100,000 students and educators across the world
in about 2,000 classrooms. In addition, the organization
offers Come Write, which helps libraries, bookstores and
community centers to double as creative writing centers.
Since its beginning, many books that got their start during
National Novel Writing Month have gone on to become
bestsellers, including “Water for Elephants” by Sara Gruen,
“Fangirl” by Rainbow Rowell and “The Forest of Hands and
Teeth” by Greenville, South Carolina, native Carrie Ryan.
One of the things the NaNoWriMo organizers are proudest
of is how it’s helped writers from all walks of life to find their
voices, Kim says. “In places like New York City or Los Angeles,
there are so many resources for people being creative and
writing novels,” he says. “But we’ve seen with our programs
that writers are coming from all over the U.S. — urban places
and rural places, and across the world, as well.”
Getting started
National Novel Writing Month challenges people to write
50,000 words in 30 days. Some finish, some don’t. But
everyone involved makes more progress than they may
have otherwise. It happens every November and is open to
everyone. Find more tools, pep talks, help with structure and
a writing community near you at nanowrimo.org.
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No more paper
Electronic Record Solutions digitizes
millions of records each year

WORKING AT THE SPEED OF LIGHT

Story by PATRICK SMITH

I

n 2010, John Helm left the volatile
world of venture capital technology
sales near Nashville and purchased
Electronic Record Solutions in Huntsville,
Alabama.
With nearly two hours in the car each
day, he had plenty of time to think. About
five years later, passing through Ardmore
on his daily commute from Brentwood,
Tennessee, to Huntsville, Helm had an
idea.
By moving the company to Ardmore,
Tennessee, Helm could shorten his drive,
lessen his state tax liability and be located
closer to where many of his employees
live. There was only one unknown. For
a company with the capacity to digitally
scan 15 million documents each year,
blazing fast broadband is crucial, and
Helm needed to be sure a rural area like
Ardmore had the fast internet speeds he
needs.
He discovered that Ardmore Telephone
Company’s fiber optic network provided
more than the necessary speeds, and the
service made the move possible.

John Helm moved his business,
Electronic Record Solutions, to
Ardmore five years ago.
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to scan about 5 million records from a
large Tennessee physicians network.
After hauling more than 950 boxes, each
containing about 3,000 files, to Ardmore,
they’ll eventually return the documents on
an external drive and discard the records at
a nearby commercial shredding operation.

ABOUT ELECTRONIC RECORD
SOLUTIONS
Capitalizing on a trend to move away
from paper records and store documents
digitally, Electronic Record Solutions does
document scanning and record management for companies across Alabama and
Tennessee. The company primarily works
with medical providers, and Helm and his
team recently finished a project scanning
more than 60 million pages of records for
a local health system.
Helm’s employees — typically about
six people, depending on the amount of
work — spend their days preparing and
scanning documents on high-speed optical
character recognition scanners. They create a file digitally, and keywords make it
searchable. Users can easily find information and save countless hours by no longer
sifting through paper records.
Helm and his team stay busy as they
physically retrieve the documents from
clients and transport them back to the
secure Electronic Record Solutions facility
in Ardmore. Currently, they’re working

Operating on a 250 Mbps fiber connection from ATC, Electronic Record Solutions can effortlessly communicate with
clients. “We have to transfer data back and
forth with clients at a moment’s notice,”
Helm says. “Fast internet from ATC is
essential.”
For Helm, though, it’s not just the
high-speed connection that makes it all
possible. It’s the community and his team,
too. “I have great employees,” he says.
“They’ve been with me going on 11 years.
We feel like we’re making a difference
and providing quality office jobs in a rural
area. We’d be in a bigger city if we didn’t
have fiber from Ardmore Telephone.” 

Lisa Hancock, an employee at
Electronic Record Solutions,
scans documents for a customer.

Electronic Record Solutions
scans about 15 million
documents annually.
Ardmore Telephone Company

“

The right router

Living Connected

ou get what you pay for!” That expression certainly
rings true when it comes to routers. Having the right one
matters.
Residential customers overwhelmingly use Wi-Fi to connect
the internet-enabled devices within their homes. The Wi-Fi — a
networking technology that allows computers and other devices
to communicate over a wireless signal — comes through a router,
which communicates between the internet and the devices that
connect to that service.
A router does exactly as its name implies. It routes traffic
between the internet connection and the devices. The right kind
of router helps users enjoy faster service and offers a layer of
security for those products in the home that rely on Wi-Fi, such as
personal computers, tablets, smartphones, printers, thermostats,
smart TVs and more.

A hard-wired connection creates the strongest signal through
the Optical Network Terminal, but that device doesn’t provide
wireless connectivity. However, most homes nowadays have the
convenience of a wireless network through the router. The overall
internet experience can suffer over time if there isn’t enough
bandwidth capacity to handle all the devices connected to the
network.

Y

ALL THE DIFFERENCE

The performance of a router directly impacts customers’ perceptions of their internet connections. In reality, having the right
router — not just a speedy internet connection — can make all
the difference in the world.
Ardmore Telephone Company offers broadband internet,
which goes to a home through an access point. An Optical
Network Terminal brings the internet service into the home.

Fiber for the speed of life!

THE RIGHT CHOICE
With so many brands and models from which to choose, deciding on a router can be confusing. There are also a host of options
to consider. Reputable brands like Belkin, Linksys, Netgear,
TPLink and Calix offer frequency bands and other options.
For those who don’t want the hassle of selecting and purchasing their own router, ATC offers a wireless option to anyone
who has any of its services. For an additional $3.50 per month,
enjoy the fastest Wi-Fi available to power several devices and
keep everyone surfing, streaming and sharing. This service also
provides peace of mind knowing that ATC offers 24/7 technical
support.
ATC has the expert staff with the knowledge to make choices
less confusing, along with the router that makes your broadband
connection work like a well-oiled machine. 

Experiencing internet issues?
Let us help!
If you’re having any issues with your
internet, please call us so we can
work through them together. We are
committed to making your connection an
outstanding experience. Also, please note
that fiber internet is not yet available
in all ATC service areas. We are always
working to provide the best possible
service to everyone.

800-830-9946 | www.ardmore.net
Ardmore Telephone Company

©Pixel-Shot/Adobe Stock

Fiber-fast internet is the
future. And it’s here!
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SOUTHERN KITCHENS

A tasty tuber

Sweet potatoes offer a holiday treat

S

weet potatoes evoke strong feelings, bringing back tasty memories for some and
not-so-good memories for others. It all depends into which camp you happen to fall —
pro-marshmallow or anti-marshmallow.
Those white, fluffy confections are the go-to topping for many cooks. But have you tried a
savory version? Sweet potatoes aren’t necessarily sweet until you begin adding all that sugar
and butter to the mix. Instead, consider some recipes that take your holiday sweet potatoes in
a different direction.
Try adding cream cheese and chipotle peppers to your sweet potatoes, along with onions
and celery. Or jazz them up with garlic, herbs and a sprinkling of parmesan. And don’t forget
to bake a couple alongside your turkey — mashed and mixed with the turkey drippings, they
make an incredible, gluten-free gravy.
No matter the recipe, sweet potatoes are one of nature’s superfoods, loaded with an alphabet of vitamins — A, C, B1, B2, B4 and B6 — not to mention fiber, potassium and other
minerals important to our diets.
Here are some recipes for putting savory into your sweet potatoes this season. 

Roasted Parmesan Sweet Potatoes

FOOD EDITOR
ANNE P. BRALY
IS A NATIVE OF
CHATTANOOGA,
TENNESSEE.

Roast in the oven until tender, tossing once halfway
through, about 30 minutes total. You may want to
broil the potatoes during the last 1-2 minutes for
more golden-brown, crispier potatoes. As soon as
you remove the potatoes from the oven, drizzle and
toss them with the melted butter, sprinkle them with
parmesan and parsley, and serve. Makes 4 servings.
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2 1/2 pounds (about 3 medium) sweet potatoes, 		
		 peeled and diced into 1-inch cubes
3 tablespoons olive oil
3-4 cloves garlic, minced
1 1/2 tablespoons chopped fresh thyme leaves
		 Salt and freshly ground black pepper, to taste
1/2 cup melted butter
1/3 cup finely grated parmesan cheese
1 1/2 tablespoons chopped fresh parsley leaves
		
Preheat the oven to 400 F. Place diced sweet
potatoes on a baking sheet. In a small mixing bowl,
stir together olive oil, garlic and thyme. Then pour
the mixture over the potatoes. Season with salt and
pepper to taste, and toss to evenly coat. Spread into
an even layer.

Sweet potato rolls
SAVORY MASHED SWEET POTATOES
1 stick butter
2-3 stalks celery, diced
1 yellow onion, diced
1 (8-ounce) package cream cheese
1-2 chipotle peppers, chopped, or to taste
		 Salt and pepper, to taste
6-7 sweet potatoes, peeled, cooked and 		
		mashed
Melt butter in a skillet and add the celery and
onion. Saute until tender. Add cream cheese and
stir until melted. Add chipotle peppers a little
at a time. You don’t want the mixture too spicy.
Add salt and pepper to taste, then combine the
mixture with the mashed sweet potatoes. Serve
warm. Makes 6-8 servings.

TWICE-BAKED GOAT CHEESE &
BACON SWEET POTATOES
4 large (about 3 pounds) sweet potatoes, scrubbed and halved 		
		lengthwise
2 tablespoons olive oil
8 ounces bacon, cut into 1-inch pieces
2 tablespoons evaporated milk or heavy cream
1/2 teaspoon each salt and pepper
5 1/2 ounces fresh goat cheese, divided
3 tablespoons maple syrup, divided
1 tablespoon chopped chives
Preheat the oven to 350 F. Prick the cut side of the potatoes with a
fork in a few places. Rub the potatoes all over with oil and put them on a
baking sheet, cut side down. Roast the potatoes until they’re tender when
pierced with a fork, about 45 minutes. Let them cool until you can handle
them easily — about 15 minutes.
Meanwhile, cook the bacon in a large frying pan over medium-high
heat, stirring often, to very crisp. Drain the bacon on a paper towel, and
then roughly chop half of it.
Scoop the sweet potato flesh out of the skins and into a bowl, and
reserve the skins. Mash the flesh with a fork until smooth. Add the
chopped bacon, milk or cream, salt, pepper, half the goat cheese
and 1 tablespoon maple syrup to the mashed potatoes. Stir just
until blended. Spoon the mixture into the reserved sweet potato skins,
dividing evenly and using all of it. Chill.
When ready to serve, bake the potatoes at 350 F until they are warm
in the center, 15 to 20 minutes. Sprinkle the warmed potatoes with the
unchopped bacon, crumbles of the remaining goat cheese, drizzles of
the remaining maple syrup and the chives. Makes 8 servings.

1 cup mashed sweet potatoes, unseasoned
3/4 cup milk, divided
2 1/4 teaspoons active dry yeast
1/2 teaspoon plus 1/4 cup granulated sugar,
		divided
4 1/4 to 4 1/2 cups all-purpose flour
1 1/2 teaspoons salt
2 large eggs
6 tablespoons unsalted butter, partly melted
2-3 tablespoons melted butter (for brushing)
If using a whole sweet potato: Peel the potato,
chop it into 1-inch cubes and put the cubes in a
small saucepan with water to cover. Cook over
medium-high heat for 20-30 minutes or until
fork-tender. Drain. Mash the potatoes with a few
tablespoons of milk. Measure out and set aside 1
cup of the mashed sweet potatoes.
Heat the rest of the milk to 115-120 F. Dissolve
the yeast and 1/2 teaspoon sugar in the warm
milk. Allow to proof for 5 minutes.
Meanwhile, combine 1/4 cup of sugar, 4 cups
of flour and the salt in the bowl of a stand mixer.
With the dough hook attachment in place, turn
the mixer on low. Add the eggs, one at a time,
followed by 6 tablespoons of butter, the mashed
sweet potatoes and the yeast mixture. Increase
the mixer speed, mixing until the dough pulls
away from the sides of the bowl. If necessary,
add up to an extra 1/2 cup of flour.
Transfer the dough to a lightly greased large
bowl. Cover, and allow the dough to rise in a
warm location until doubled in size, 1 to 1 1/2
hours.
Grease a 9-by-13-inch pan. Set aside.
Divide the dough into 12 equal portions and
shape each portion into a ball, pinching the
seams together. Place each ball, seam-side
down, into the prepared pan. Cover the rolls with
a sheet of plastic wrap that has been lightly
coated with olive oil or cooking spray to prevent
the rolls from sticking to the plastic. Allow the
dough balls to rise in a warm location for an
additional 60 minutes.
Preheat the oven to 350 F. Bake the rolls for
20-25 minutes or until the internal temperature
reaches 200 F. Immediately brush them
with melted butter. Serve warm or at room
temperature. Store remaining rolls in an airtight
container.
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P.O. Box 549 • Ardmore, TN 38449

HAVE A MERRY

WI-FI

CHRISTMAS!

Will your broadband connection
handle all those new toys?
✓ Computers

✓ Gaming systems

✓ Smart TVs

✓ Smart home

✓ Electronic tablets

devices

Sign up now and get the first month FREE

Give the gift that doesn’t require
wrapping — faster internet service!
TELEPHONE COMPANY
800-830-9946 | www.ardmore.net
Disclaimer: Broadband speeds are based on best availability in your area.

